The magnetic properties of individual Fe and Co atoms as well as of small Fe clusters adsorbed on two atomic layers of Al 2 O 3 grown on Ni 3 Al͑111͒ have been investigated by x-ray absorption spectroscopy and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism. We find ratios of the orbital over the effective spin magnetic moments of r = 0.53Ϯ 0.09 for Fe and r = 0.91Ϯ 0.06 for Co, which are both very close to the free-atom values of r = 0.5 and 1, respectively. The magnetization curves acquired at the Fe and Ni edges demonstrate a distinctly different magnetization reversal of the transition-metal nanostructures and the substrate excluding magnetic dipolar or exchange coupling through the alumina film. Our data reveal an out-of-plane easy magnetization axis for Fe and Co originating from the spatially anisotropic hybridization of the 3d states of the adatom, with the 2p states of the oxygen terminated Al 2 O 3 surface. We conclude that the alumina film effectively decouples the magnetic adatoms from the underlying metal substrate while providing a crystal-field environment giving rise to high magnetic anisotropy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The magnetic properties of surface supported nanometerscale structures, such as single atoms and small clusters, are of fundamental interest and may possibly play a role in future technological applications such as classical information storage or quantum information processing. The spin ͑S͒ and orbital ͑L͒ magnetic moments, as well as the magnetic anisotropy energy ͑MAE͒ of adatoms and clusters strongly depend on the electronic coupling to the underlaying substrate. For example, a giant MAE has been observed for single Co atoms on Pt͑111͒, as a consequence of the 3d͑Co͒-5d͑Pt͒ hybridization combined with a large spin-orbit coupling of the substrate's d electrons 1 while vanishing MAE values and atomic like orbital moments have been observed for single Co atoms when deposited on alkali metals where only 3d-sp hybridization is possible. 2 Of particular interest are 3d transition-metal nanostructures adsorbed on ultrathin insulating films comprising only a few atomic layers. These insulating films may be considered as a spacer that reduces or even suppresses the electronic coupling between the nanoparticles and an underlaying metallic substrate. A recent example is the collective quantum behavior observed in Mn chains on a single CuN layer grown on Cu͑100͒. 3 Moreover, the electronic hybridization with the atoms of the insulating film may result in strongly directional bonding giving rise to a very large MAE as recently reported for single Fe and Co atoms, again on CuN/Cu͑100͒. [4] [5] [6] These two aspects make 3d transitionmetal nanostructures on an ultrathin insulating film a model system for future logic units in atomic scale spintronics.
Here we focus on single atoms and small clusters of Fe and Co adsorbed on a two-atomic-layer-thick Al 2 O 3 film grown on Ni 3 Al͑111͒. We find that the ratios of the orbital over the effective spin magnetic moment r = L / ͑S +7D͒ of r = 0.53Ϯ 0.09 for Fe and r = 0.91Ϯ 0.06 for Co are very close to the free-atom values of r = 0.5 for 3d 6 ͑Fe͒ and r = 1 for 3d 7 ͑Co͒. Comparison of the magnetization curves acquired at the Fe and Ni edges demonstrates a distinctly different switching behavior for the transition-metal nanostructures and the substrate excluding strong dipolar or exchange coupling. Altogether, these findings demonstrate that the alumina film, despite its thickness of only two atomic layers, [7] [8] [9] gives rise to an effective decoupling of the magnetic atoms from the conduction electrons of the underlying metal, as expected by the large band gap of 7-8 eV observed for the present system. 10 Our data reveal an out-of-plane easy magnetization axis for Fe and Co. According to measurements with linearly polarized x rays this perpendicular MAE is a a consequence of a spatially anisotropic hybridization of the 3d states of Fe ͑Co͒ with the 2p states of the oxygen terminated Al 2 O 3 surface.
II. EXPERIMENT
The Ni 3 Al͑111͒ single crystal was prepared by Ar + -ion sputtering at room temperature for 30 min ͑p Ar =5 ϫ 10 −6 mbar, 1 keV͒ and annealing for 10 min at 960Ϯ 30 K, reading the temperature with a pyrometer. The alumina thin film has been grown by exposing the clean and ordered Ni 3 Al͑111͒ surface during 1 h to oxygen ͑p O 2 =1 ϫ 10 −7 mbar͒ at 960Ϯ 30 K and keeping it for one more hour at this temperature without further exposure to O 2 . Fe and Co were deposited at T = 10 K and p tot Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 −10 mbar by atomic beam epitaxy from high-purity rods ͑99.995%͒ using a commercial e-beam evaporator. The flux was typically about 10 −3 ML/ s ͓1 ML is defined as the atomic density of 1 Ni 3 Al͑111͒ plane͔. The magnetic properties of the Al 2 O 3 / Ni 3 Al͑111͒ substrate, as well as of the Fe and Co adatoms were investigated by means of x-ray absorption spectroscopy ͑XAS͒ and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism ͑XMCD͒ at the ID08 beamline of the European Synchrotron-Radiation Facility ͑ESRF͒ in Grenoble. XAS experiments were performed in the total electron yield ͑TEY͒ mode using ͑99Ϯ 1͒% circularly polarized light and a Ϯ5 T magnetic field generated by a split coil superconducting magnet. A sketch of the sample position with respect to the field and x-ray beam can be found in Fig. 3͑a͒ . The x-ray beam and magnetic field are parallel to each other and form an angle with the surface normal of the sample. The outof-plane vs in-plane magnetization was investigated by rotating the sample from =0°to = 70°, corresponding to normal and grazing incidence of the x-ray beam, respectively. The coverage calibration has been carried out by XAS and scanning tunneling microscopy ͑STM͒. Figure 1͑a͒ shows a low-energy electron-diffraction ͑LEED͒ pattern of the Al 2 O 3 / Ni 3 Al͑111͒ surface. We find the characteristic 2 ϫ 2 spots of the chemically ordered alloy substrate and satellites caused by the oxide superstructure. The LEED pattern resembles the one displayed in Fig. 5 of Ref. 11 which has been interpreted by the authors as two domains of ␥Ј-Al 2 O 3 in accordance with high-resolution electron-energy-loss spectroscopy.
III. SUBSTRATE CHARACTERIZATION

A. Structural results from LEED and STM
The STM image shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ reveals the coexistence of the ͑ ͱ 67ϫ ͱ 67͒R12.2°structure visible in the center of image and different rotational domains of a recently reported stripe phase. 9, 12 The apparent height differences in the STM image are with 1.0Ϯ 0.2 Å in agreement with former publications. 13, 14 While the ͑ ͱ 67ϫ ͱ 67͒R12.2°structure has holes at the corners of its unit cell 9 the stripe phase is an atomically flat layer. For the present adsorbates Fe and Co, the holes do not get filled, presumably due to a step edge barrier surrounding them. 9 Therefore the Al 2 O 3 film used for the present study perfectly separates the metal atoms from the underlying Ni 3 Al͑111͒ crystal.
Schmid et al. 9 suggest that variations in the stoichiometry of the Ni 3 Al͑111͒ crystal may be the origin of the coexistence of different oxide phases. However, we were able to produce a highly ordered alumina film exclusively exhibiting the ͑ ͱ 67ϫ ͱ 67͒R12.2°phase with the very same Ni 3 Al͑111͒ crystal as the one used for the measurements in Fig. 1 . 13 We therefore conclude that postannealing at 1050 K is essential in order to produce an alumina film with only the ͑ ͱ 67 ϫ ͱ 67͒R12.2°structure. 10, 11, 15 The resistive heater of the preparation chamber at the ESRF did not allow heating to T = 1050 K. However, as outlined above the Al 2 O 3 film obtained with the lower annealing temperature formed a continuous two-atomic-layer-thick and stoichiometric Al 2 O 3 film. Earlier measurements of bulk Ni 3 Al report a weak itinerant ferromagnetism with a Curie temperature of T C =40 K and a very small magnetic moment of 0.23 B per Ni 3 Al unit cell. 16, 17 Assuming that only the Ni atoms within the cell carry a magnetic moment, 0.077 B / Ni atom is obtained. In Fig. 2͑a͒ the absorption spectra with circularly polarized light taken at the Ni L 2,3 edges of the saturated sample are shown. Application of the XMCD sum rules allows to extract independently the orbital magnetic moment L and the effective spin moment S ef f = S +7D, where S is the spin moment and D the spin dipole moment. [18] [19] [20] Using the number of d holes of bulk Ni h d = 1.66 ͑Ref. 21͒ we obtain L = 0.047 B / Ni atom and S = 0.357 B / Ni atom when neglecting the dipolar term. This is smaller than the magnetic moment of bulk Ni of 0.62 B / atom ͑Ref. 22͒ but substantially larger than the above-mentioned magnetic moment of bulk Ni 3 Al. This can be explained by a compositional change in the uppermost substrate layers due to the formation of the surface Al 2 O 3 layer. The topmost layer of stoichiometric Ni 3 Al͑111͒ contains only 25% Al which is not sufficient to form a double layer of alumina. Part of the Al must therefore segregate to the surface from deeper layers resulting in several Ni-rich layers at the interface. This model was confirmed by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy finding up to 100% Ni in the atomic layers close to the interface with the oxide. 8 The probing depth of x-ray absorption spectroscopy in the TEY mode is limited to a few nanometers implying that most of the Ni signal is originating from the Ni-rich layers near the oxide-metal interface in which the Ni atoms probably have a magnetic moment close to the Ni bulk value. This assumption is corroborated by the finding of a strongly increasing magnetic moment with increasing Ni content in bulk nickel aluminum alloys. For an alloy composition of Ni 0.76 Al 0.24 a magnetic moment 1.5 times as large as for Ni 3 Al was found. 16, 17 
IV. INDIVIDUAL Fe AND Co ADATOMS
In this section we present the magnetic properties of individual Fe and Co atoms on the Al 2 O 3 / Ni 3 Al͑111͒ substrate. Both systems exhibit an out-of-plane easy magnetization axis and almost atomic like r = L / ͑S +7D͒ values. We are not able to separately determine S and L because we miss the information if saturation is reached at the maximum available magnetic field ͑5 T͒ due to a rapidly changing XAS intensity with x-ray exposure hindering the acquisition of magnetization curves. The reason for this behavior will be outlined in Sec. IV B. We therefore prefer to give r and the branching ratio ͑BR͒, both being reliable numbers especially for not fully saturated samples. In the last Sec. IV C we discuss thermally activated adatom diffusion in order to highlight the influence of the small difference between the deposition and measuring temperature. We find that diffusion is active during deposition but suppressed at the measuring temperature and we elucidate the consequence on the abundance of single atoms at the surface and on the mean island size ͗s͘ as a function of time and temperature.
A. Chemical and magnetic properties
The XAS and XMCD spectra acquired for 0.03 ML Fe/ Al 2 O 3 / Ni 3 Al͑111͒ are shown in Figs. 3͑b͒ and 3͑c͒. The Fe L 3 and L 2 edges exhibit a pronounced multiplet structure typical for individual atoms having highly localized valence electrons and different from the spectra observed in bulk iron oxides. [23] [24] [25] [26] A characteristic feature determining the oxidation state of the Fe atoms is the r value introduced above. In bulk Fe oxides, Fe can be in a trivalent state ͑Fe 2 O 3 ͒ corresponding to a 3d 5 electronic configuration ͑L = r =0͒, 27 in a divalent state ͑FeO͒ equivalent to a 3d 6 configuration ͑L =1; r = 0.26͒ ͑Refs. 28 and 29͒ or in a mixed ␣3d 5 + ␤3d 6 state ͑Fe 3 O 4 ͒ with intermediate value of r Ͻ 0.18. 30, 31 Any mixture of the three oxide stochiometries would therefore lead to r Ͻ 0.26. For the surface adsorbed Fe atoms we obtain r = 0.53Ϯ 0.09 at = 0°and r = 0.31Ϯ 0.07 at = 70°. This is distinctly different from iron oxide and indicative of the reduced symmetry and hybridization of the Fe atom on the alumina film giving rise to a large orbital moment. The fact that r is close to the free-atom value of 0.5 shows the effective decoupling of the Fe atoms from the metal substrate by the oxide film and the fact that r is distinctly different from any one of the iron oxides shows that Fe adatoms do not form an ionic bond to the oxygen in Al 2 O 3 but rather adsorb without much charge transfer on the pristine oxide.
The absence of oxidation is in agreement with the oxygen affinity to Al and Fe derived from the formation enthalpies of the respective oxides. The formation enthalpy of alumina is with 1675.7 kJ/mole much higher than the ones of Fe 3 From the integrated total XAS we obtain the branching ratio defined as
͑1͒
We find BR= 0.82Ϯ 0.03 at 0°and 70°, suggesting a highspin ground state for Fe. 33 Further, the large values of BR and r, suggest that the crystal-field splitting 10Dq has to be comparable with or smaller than the spin-orbit coupling constant 3d of the 3d orbitals. 33 3d is between 50 meV and 100 meV for Fe and Co. 22 Assuming a small contribution from the 7D term to ͑S +7D͒ the larger XMCD signal at the L 3 edge for = 0°indicates an out-of-plane easy magnetization axis. The same easy magnetization axis is inferred for small Fe clusters from magnetization curves as outlined in Sec. V.
The XAS and XMCD spectra acquired on Co monomers are shown in Figs. 3͑e͒ and 3͑f͒ . Again, these spectra have a pronounced multiplet structure and differ from the line shapes observed for Co 3+ ͑Ref. 34͒ and Co 2+ ͑Refs. 35 and 36͒ in the respective oxides. At 0°the L 3 dichroic signal has the same sign as the L 2 dichroic signal leading to an L / ͑S +7D͒ ratio greater than r =2/ 3 which is obtained for absent L 2 . We calculate r = 0.91Ϯ 0.06 for 0°and 0.68Ϯ 0.05 for 70°. The branching ratio is BR= 0.89Ϯ 0.03 at 0°and 0.86Ϯ 0.03 at 70°. Also for Co, we infer an out-of-plane easy axis by comparing the ͑ + − − ͒ signal at 0°and 70°, and as already discussed in case of Fe, we can assume a high-spin ground state and a crystal-field parameter similar to 3d . When comparing the ͑ + + − ͒ signal taken at at 0°and 70°͓see Fig. 3͑e͔͒ , we find that they differ substantially. This is mainly a linear dichroism effect, i.e., an anisotropic spatial charge distribution of the d electrons, which can be proven by acquiring XAS with linearly polarized light. The electric field vector E is oriented along the sample rotation axis and therefore lies in the sample plane independent of the angle ; this direction has been labeled vertical ͑͒ in Fig. 3͑a͒ . Assuming isotropic in-plane chemical bonding or electric charge distribution the XAS with linear vertical polarization ͑ ͒ is expected to have the same shape as the sum of the two XAS with circular polarization acquired at =0°͓͑ + + − ͒ 0°͔ , which is a simple consequence of free basis choice. 15 We find indeed a very similar form for and ͑ + + − ͒ 0°͓ see Figs. 3͑d͒ and 3͑e͔͒ suggesting isotropic inplane chemical bonding and charge distribution. This is reasonable when considering the finite size of the x-ray beam averaging over different domains of the Al 2 O 3 film and over multiple adsorption sites. For = 70°, E h mainly probes the out-of-plane d orbitals. The observed difference in the XAS measured with h and shows the significantly different in-plane and out-of-plane chemical bonding which is likely the origin of the observed MAE.
B. Beam induced change in the XAS white line
As mentioned earlier we observed a quickly changing XAS intensity as a function of the x-ray beam exposure time for single Fe and Co atoms. Yet, this intensity loss leaves the relative intensities in the different peaks and therefore the spectral shape unchanged. An example is shown in Fig. 4 for 0.02 ML Co on Al 2 O 3 / Ni 3 Al͑111͒. Changes in the + absorption spectrum are more difficult to follow due to the small intensity compared with the − signal. Therefore, we display in Fig. 4͑a͒ a single + spectrum as a reference acquired at t = 900 s and demonstrate the change over time in a series of − spectra. The attenuation of some selected peaks is represented by the color coded dots in Fig. 4͑b͒ . The integrated − L 2,3 intensity follows the solid line. When moving the x-ray beam over the sample to a new region, which has not been exposed before, the integrated L 2,3 peak intensity recovers to ͑96Ϯ 2͒% of the original value. The remaining difference can be attributed to sample inhomogeneity. Note that the change in the white line intensity is not reversible, as has been verified by temporarily switching off the x-ray beam and recording again a spectrum after 30 min.
Therefore the dramatic changes in the absorption and dichroism intensity are unequivocally induced by the x-ray beam. Aggregation due to beam induced surface diffusion can be excluded due to the fact that footprints of the spectral shape, such as r and BR stay constant, see Table I . Therefore the coordination of the metal atoms is constant excluding coarsening and the decrease in ͐ L 2 +L 3 ͑ + + − ͒ with exposure time must be attributed to a decrease in the coverage which we explain by photon induced adatom desorption. We can express the desorption rate as
where is the x-ray absorption cross section, the efficiency e is the fraction of x-ray absorption events leading to desorption, ⌰ denotes the coverage, A the area of one adsorption site, and F ph the photon flux. For Co the x-ray absorption cross section is about =10 −2 photons −1 at the L 3 peak, 22 the photon flux is typically 10 13 photons/ ͑s mm 2 ͒, 38 and the area of one absorption site is A =6ϫ 10 −14 mm 2 . For ⌰ = 0.02 ML and D = 1.56ϫ 10 −4 s −1 this yields e Ӎ 1. Hence, each absorbed photon leads to the desorption of one Co atom.
C. Thermally activated adatom diffusion
Metal atoms on isolating surfaces are only weakly bound which often entails a migration barrier E m much smaller than the ones of metal on metal systems. 39 For Co on h-BN we found a migration barrier of E m =23Ϯ 3 meV ͑Ref. 40͒ and for Au on a thin alumina film on NiAl͑110͒ it was reported that the adatoms are immobile at T = 5 K while they diffuse at T ϳ 10 K, which leads with an attempt frequency of 1 ϫ 10 13 Hz to 13 meVӶ E m ഛ 26 meV. 41 For the present system we observed a pronounced multiplet absorption spectrum ͑see Fig. 3͒ for Fe and Co which is typical for single atoms in covalent compounds 42 indicating that adatom diffusion and nucleation are suppressed at 8 K.
We performed kinetic Monte Carlo ͑KMC͒ simulations in order to estimate E m and to quantify the effect of monomer diffusion on the abundance of single atoms and on the evolution of the mean island size ͗s͘ on our experimental time scale of about 2 h. 43 In Fig. 5 we present the results at three different temperatures and for two diffusion barriers. The minimum diffusion barrier needed to explain the frozen adatom diffusion at 8 K concluded from our observation of a strong multiplet structure is E m = 27 meV. On the other hand, we find an upper bound very close to this value since we observe cluster formation for larger coverages at around 10 K as outlined in the next section. This defines E m to 27Ϯ 1 meV under the assumption of an attempt frequency of 0 =10
13 Hz.
V. SMALL Fe CLUSTERS
For larger coverages we observe that the strong multiplet features of XAS and XMCD spectra vanish and the spectra look more like bulk Fe. This is attributed to cluster formation giving rise to hybridization among Fe atoms. 44 The XAS spectra taken on these clusters do not change over the investigation time of 2 h, which allows us to take XAS at 0°and 70°, as well as magnetization curves for Fe and for Ni. The data are presented in Fig. 6 . From the shape of the magnetization curve shown in Fig. 6͑b͒ we deduce an out-of-plane easy axis and remark that the magnetization is close to saturation at 0°. Note that this magnetization direction is opposite to the in-plane easy axis observed for large Co clusters grown on Al 2 O 3 ͑0001͒. 45 The fact that saturation is achieved enables us to calculate the orbital and spin magnetic moment by means of the sum rules. With a typical value of h d = 3.4 for the number of d holes 44 we obtain L = 0.30Ϯ 0.04 B and S +7D = 2.31Ϯ 0.14 B . The spin moment is large suggesting ferromagnetic alignment of the Fe moments among each other. Note that iron oxides often order ferrimagnetically or antiferromagnetically which is obviously not the case here. 26, 46 This again supports the image of metallic Fe adsorbing on the largely inert oxide surface.
Interestingly, we find that the Fe clusters are magnetically decoupled from the ferromagnetic Ni 3 Al͑111͒ substrate. This becomes evident from the different magnetization reversal observed in the magnetization curves shown in Figs. 6͑b͒ and 6͑c͒. The magnetization curve measured at the Fe edge has an s-shape saturating at fields Ͼ5 T whereas the one measured at the Ni edge has a square shape with a very small coercive field which cannot be resolved with the chosen field increments.
We determine the MAE of the Fe clusters from the magnetization loops. In the anisotropic superparamagnetic case, the energy of a particle of size s in an external magnetic field is given by the function E͑ , , ͒ composed of the Zeeman term −sm 0 H cos and, assuming uniaxial anisotropy, of the MAE term −sK͑sin sin cos + cos cos ͒ 2 . H is taken as the z axis, and are the polar and azimuthal coordinates of the magnetic moment m per atom, K is the magnetic anisotropy per atom, and defines the easy magnetization direction. The magnetization projected onto the magnetic field direction then reads
͑3͒
From experiment we know the temperature T and the external field H. Because experimental information on the particle size s and size distribution are missing, we used again KMC simulations to gain further insight. In Table II the relative abundance of all cluster sizes up to s = 10 is reported when depositing 0.14 ML at 10 K with a flux of 10 −3 ML/ s using E m = 27 meV and 0 =10 13 s −1 . Diffusion during deposition leads to aggregation and only a small amount of monomers remains when deposition stops. This is due to the long deposition time of 140 s and a relative high adatom density where diffusion by a few lattice sites suffices to form clusters. For comparison, when depositing 0.02 ML, where deposition takes only 20 s and the adatom density is low, 76.4% of all atoms are monomers ͓see also Fig. 5͑a͒ at t =0͔. The best fit of the hysteresis curves shown in Fig. 6͑b͒ is obtained with m = 2.6Ϯ 0.1 B / atom and K = 0.50Ϯ 0.05 meV/ atom ͑solid line͒ when using the average cluster size ͗s͘ = 3.33. Note that the magnetic moment returned by the fitting procedure equals exactly the sum of the orbital moment and effective spin moment. An equally good fit ͑dashed line͒ can be obtained using the size distribution given by the KMC simulations for 0.14 ML deposited at 10 K with m = 2.2Ϯ 0.1 B / atom and K = 0.60Ϯ 0.05 meV/ atom assuming m and K independent of the cluster size. K = 0.5 meV/ atom is a surprisingly large MAE. For comparison, bulk bcc iron has an MAE of 2.4 eV/ atom ͑Ref. 48͒ and ␥ iron oxide of 1.5 eV/ Fe 2 O 3 . 49 We note that the MAE is mainly an intrinsic property of the adsorbed Fe clusters and not due to dipolar coupling with the magnetic substrate. Using our measured magnetic moment of the substrate of 0.4 B / Ni atom and assuming a semi-infinite substrate yields a dipolar coupling Ͻ0.05 meV/ Fe atom, which is an order of magnitude smaller than the MAE explaining our observation of magnetically decoupled Fe 3 clusters.
VI. CONCLUSION
The magnetic moments and magnetic anisotropy energies of single atoms and small clusters of Fe and Co deposited on 6 ͑Fe͒ and r = 1 for 3d 7 ͑Co͒. The comparison of the hysteresis curves acquired at the Fe and Ni edges allows to exclude any dipolar or exchange coupling between the transition-metal nanostructures and the substrate. Both these findings demonstrate that the the ultrathin alumina film produces an effective decoupling of the magnetic atoms from the conduction electrons of the underlying metal. We demonstrated by means of measurements with linearly polarized x rays that the out-of-plane easy magnetization axis for Fe and Co is due to the formation of a highly directional electronic bonding between the 3d states of Fe ͑Co͒ and the 2p states of the oxygen terminated Al 2 O 3 surface. 
